Abstract -Let x(i.y,t) be the probability density for a physical system to be in a component state i with physical variables ii at time t. Its evolution is given by the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation, which is only analytically solvable in very simple cases. In this paper, we show how to obtain the first moments in order of the distributions. These momenta are solutions of a large and coupled differential system that we have to close first. A specifE algorithm is presented for this problem and is illustrated on different applications. where 40 is the rate of transition out of state (ijr7 and p(j+ilil) the transition rate between states j and i, given F.
PROBABILXflC DYNAMICS (Devooght, 1992a)
Fit of all, let us remind what we mean by pmbabiliitic dynamics. Consider a physical system, which is described by a set of n physical variables (like power, temperature, concentrations of delayed neutrons . . for a nuclear reactor) : x E R" . 'Ihis system can evolve in a different component states, due to failures or reparations of its components. We assume for each state the following dynamics :
,x70) =q . i = La
We define rr(i~,tlk,&&,)
, probability density that the system is in state (i$) at time 1, if it was in state (k&) at lime f To simplify the notations, we do not write the initial conditions anymore. The evolution of this function, in a Markovian process, is given by a development at fast order of the Chapman-Kobnogomv equation :
where 40 is the rate of transition out of state (ijr7 and p(j+ilil) the transition rate between states j and i, given F.
These functions satisfy the following relations :
Q(2) is a Boltzmann-like equation, but it is much more complicated to solve because of the dimensions of the problem. Assume indeed a system of m components, whether failed or working correctly. The number of states is then equal to 2m, which increases quickly with the complexity of the system. Moreover, a reatistic description of the system asks for a sufficient number of variables. One understands that no direct solution can be imagined in non-trivial problems. Alternate routes have to be worked out. A Monte Carlo simulation has already been considered (Smidts, 1992) . In this paper, we study the first step of a synthesis method, based on the fust moments of the distributions. 
Moments of order hi& thaa two appear in relations (9) and (10). and we thus have to close our differential system by expressing these momenta in terms of fast and second moments in c&r.
Exact closure ales exist for a multivariate Gaussian distribution. Because of the symmetry, we have : ,,,,(i.t) + o&r&,(i,t) + o&f)q,,, (i,0 , k.hmp=l..n . i=l...a (12) However, the Gaussian assumptian is diffkzult to enface in ~bilistic dynamics (see for instance appliiation 1 in (Laku, 1994)). ml we should generalize the former expressions to achieve an approximate closure. Take for example the moments of order 3; they will vanish if and only if the distributions are symmetric about the means or factorized by the marginal and bimarginal J. Devooght and I? E. Labeau distributions. As it has been shown in benchmarking (Cukier. 1991; Labeau, 1994 ) the second assumption is impossible to meet, since the variations of the physical variables in the different states are always linked to each other.
We should thus find a coherent way of expressing the mcments of higher order as a function of the means and the covariances. But the central moments are invariant by translation. Therefore. we should use central moments of order 1 and 2 in the closure relations. Since the fust ones are zero. them is no satisfying way to relate the moments, and we assume therefore. only for the purpose of closure, that the distributions are symmetric. For the same mason. we keep equation (12) for the moments of order 4.
We can now use these relations to write (9) and (10) in this assumption.
Moments of order 1.
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Moments of order 2.
i=l_.a , k=L.n
DBSCRJPTION OF 'MB FRAMEWORK
In this form, equations (8)X13) and (14) are not really useful, since some functions and their derivatives, calculated at the moments values. appear. Then we have to give to tbese.functions a special form. with coeffkcients to be determined by the physics of the problem.
We choose a quadratic dynamics in the physical variables :
Moments of the distributions 
.a iu'
With these general assumptions, we can obtain a fti and usable form of the equations of the moments. 
(1% (20) Notice that we have obtained the general form of a hiarkovian prucess. with mean transition rates.
Means.
Equation (13) leads to the following expression :
From eq.(l4), we obtain :
Since u&t) = q+(i.t), we may compute only half of the covariance matrix in each state: it leads to a significant reduction of the number of equations, and therefore of the computation time.
SUMMARY OF THE EQUATIONS
For convenience, we write our system in the following symbolic way :
(W
If i=l is the initial state and if we assume it is deterministic at t=O, the initial conditions are :
,'k(i.o) = *at
Let us number the states in such a way that a growing index i corresponds to a gtowing number of failures of components. Then, for a non-repairable system, we just have to consider the transitions to a state i from states j<i. It is an important simplification in equations (21). (22) and (23). Once again, the gain of computation time is not to be neglected.
NUMRRICAL TREATMENT
Rehuions (24) show the coupling between moments of different orders. Moreover, coupling between states and components exist also. Since we have three subsystems, we decouple the three hinds of unknowns by the following iterative scheme where k is an iteration index:
Each subsystem is solved by a RK4 algorithm. Even though this iterative procedure has not been studied theoretically. all the tests we have performed have shown a very good convergence. Tbe accuracy of the tesults still increases if we achieve at the beginning a few ite&ons on the probabilities only, until each state has a non-zero probability. After each time step, the results are renormalixed, to avoid propagation of errors. The time step is adapted according to the relative variations of the moments.
APPLICATION I : BENCHMARK
Consider a repairable two-state component (Cukier, 1991) . We assume a linear dynamics in both state-s:
.r (0) 
In the numerical application, we take the following values of the parameters: 0, = 0.2 ; y -0.1 ; 5, = 0.1 ; x2 = 0.05
These lead to simple expressions for the moments :
+ &-a'5'
Tables 1 and 2 compare the. theoretical and &cal results for the probabilities in states 1 and 2 respectively, while tables 3 and 4doitforthemeans.
TheverygoodaccuracyofaBtheresultsisobvious. 
APPLICATION 2 : TRANSIENTS IN A RLC ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT
Consider the electrical circuit represented in fig. 1 . We assume the switches between the resistances and the self-inductances assembled in parallel are. defective. Thus, only a part of the components may be actually working. We suppose there is always at least one resistance and one self con-cctly connected, so that we do not have to consider the case of an open circuit. The transition graph is easily drawn, with our usual assumption that two failures may not occur simultaneously, as shown in fig. 2 . Since h cormapouds to the failure of a second resistance, we surely have ke~c>>k~. We take U(t) = Uucosmt. We need then to add a variablef to simulate this time behaviour (cfr.eq.(lS)). The dynamics we have to treat is given, for lhe state with m resistances and n self-inductances, by : ; u(t) = J!$ ; u2(t) = F so that our system becomes :
with i(0) = 0 ; v(0) = 0 ; u(O) = 1 ; u&O) = 0 .
Numerical treatment.
We choose plausible values for the electrical components. like: R=lQ ;r.=lO)rH ;C=l@
These lead to very large coefficients in our differential system. To avoid numerical instability, we have to modify the time scale, e.g.
by taking the p.s. Moreover, we choose : Aa = 3.b = 10 -4 ; h, = lO-2 ; pi = ; hi ; ; = v = 5.104 Hz (the tmnsition rates are. largely ovenstimsced).
Figures 3 and 4 give the probabilities in the 6 different states. These. are given by sum of enponentials : since the transition rates an conslant. it is simply the solution of a Markovian system whose. slochastic matrix is:
71.
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The means of the current and of the voltage v(t) are given in figures 5 to 8. If the results are logically periodic, the magnitude of the oscillations vary with the occupation rates 19 the states. Those corresponding to more failures have a more important current. and we can see that the means in these states grow z they become more probable. Failures on demacd are obtained by assuming transitions rates X(t) = 1 &t-r) where )c is chosen to give the correct failure probability (Iquierdo. 1994). However, we should use step functions for the scrams and Die functions for the transition rates of such a control problem, but both do not fulfill the assumptions we made for the equations of the moments. Anyway, we may overcome these obstacles by using non-physical variables describing a behaviour similar to these special functions. The steps are represented by a steep logistic function whose parameters take into account the detection instant, the time between measurement and action, and the speed of insertion.
The use of this "trick" gives the insertion of anti-reactivity a more natural continuous evolution, but results in an incmase of the computation time. 
CONCLUSIONS
The long malhematical developments related in this paper are necessary lo oblain the moments of the. dislribulions. These crucial characteristics are computed with a very good accuracy. It was not necessary IO introduce very reslriclive assumplions on the dynamics (see (Goriely, 1990) to transform a general polynomial dynamics in a quadralic one). This knowledge of the moments gives us a fusl approximation of the distributions, e.g. by assuming a Gaussian form for them. But il is mainly the first step of a synlhesis melhod. presenled in our second paper (Labeau, 1994) .
